Our estate is located on the slopes of
Ensérune, where vines have been
cultivated since antiquity, benefiting from a
singular climate between the Cévennes and
the Mediterranean.
This terroir is ancient, but we strive to
produce contemporary wines from a vine
culture that is attentive to biodiversity. Half
of the estate is dedicated to a preserved
nature of garrigue and Mediterranean
forest. Our estate is certified High
Environmental Value. We make wines that
express their terroir, the grape varieties
that bear them, vinified with great care,
expressive on the fruit, fresh and silky.
It is with pleasure that we welcome you to
the estate and wish you a pleasant visit!

Anne-Sophie & Jean-Paul
Winegrowers

From Béziers.......................D11, direction Capestang
From Narbonne...................D609, direction Béziers
From Montpellier...................A9, Exit Béziers Ouest
GPS coordinates

43°18'57.9"N 3°06'04.7"E - 43.316075, 3.101312

OPENING DAYS & HOURS
16/09 au 31/03
01/04 au 15/09

open by appointment
Monday to Saturday
10h-12h / 15h-19h

DOMAINE DE SOUSTRES
chemin de Soustres
34310 Montady (France)
+ 33 (0) 4 67 93 43 75
www. domaine-de-soustres.fr

VISITS & TESTINGS

WALKS IN THE VINEYARDS

We offer you an active way to visit the estate, to discover its
grape varieties, its cultures but also the Mediterranean
landscapes of Ensérune. Starting from the cellar you can walk
along the paths that wind between vineyards, olive trees,
scrubland and forest.

CELLAR SALE

Accompanied walk "Discover the grape varieties
and Mediterranean vegetation" (in season)
Free strolls on a marked path

Guided tour "From vine to glass, the grape trail"
(free)
Thematic tours on request

TESTINGS

We offer you the opportunity to exercise your senses during
convivial and didactic tastings in the cellar of the estate. Our
aim is above all to share our wines with you in all simplicity,
by exercising your sight, smell and palate. Here there is no
specialist's speech, just the pleasure of putting words to
your sensations and discovering your tastes.

Tastings at the Domaine de Soustres wine cellar
(free of charge)
Thematic tastings on request

Direct sale of our wines at cellar price
(season offers, reduction per box of 6)
Discovery" boxes, gift wrapping

OUR WINES

VISITS TO THE CELLAR

We will show you the path of the grape, from the harvest to
the bottle through the explanation of the main stages of the
winemaking process. The tour is done inside the cellar. You
will discover the Great Press Room and the impressive Salle
des Foudres, whose aesthetics and atmosphere will take you
on a journey through the history of wine in Languedoc.

A singular
signature
More suppleness and less tannins for a
pleasure from the first mouth without the
need to keep to appreciate it.
A more immediate expression of the
aromas favouring the sensation of fruit
not masked by a sometimes too invasive
maturing process.
A search for freshness of impression
more than power of impression
An ability to adapt to situations and
times of consumption: with friends, as
an aperitif, around a buffet, during a
meal.

